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The requirements or guidelines presented in this document, a NEMA Lighting Systems
Division white paper, are considered technically sound at the time they are approved for
publication. They are not a substitute for a product seller’s or user’s own judgment with
respect to the particular product discussed, and NEMA does not undertake to guarantee
the performance of any individual manufacturer’s products by virtue of this document or
guide. Thus, NEMA expressly disclaims any responsibility for damages arising from the
use, application, or reliance by others on the information contained in these white
papers, standards, or guidelines.
The opinions expressed in this statement represent the consensus views of the member
companies of the Lighting Systems Division of the National Electrical Manufacturers
Association. The members of the Lighting Systems Division manufacture indoor and
outdoor lamps, which include: incandescent, fluorescent, light-emitting diode, and solid
state lamps, lighting fixtures, and lamp ballasts.
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Introduction
Outdoor electric lighting provides many obvious and accepted benefits to society, including the
ability to safely travel on roadways, facilitate commerce, enable outdoor activities such as
recreation, provide for the lighting of architecture and landmarks, and provide for social and
personal security.
NEMA Lighting Systems Division members have a significant concern with papers and other
publications that seek to portray some or all types of outdoor lighting as threatening
technologies. These publications all too often appear to be aimed at sensationalism rather than
a fully informed public discourse about outdoor lighting. The views of the Lighting Systems
Division manufacturers are shaped by the cardinal principle that, regardless of the issue, public
policy that relates to technical issues should always be based on sound scientific evidence and
not built upon hearsay or conjecture.

Factors Influencing NEMA’s Point of View
NEMA Lighting Systems Division members share the same fundamental concerns as many do
regarding the need for energy conservation, night sky preservation, potential ecological impacts
of outdoor lighting, and the growing body of research that seeks to understand and explain the
interplay of the light-dark circadian cycle with human and animal health.
NEMA Lighting Systems Division members support ongoing efforts by various agencies and
movements to minimize the amount of outdoor electric lighting needed to achieve functionality
and specifically to reduce unnecessary stray light, including the likelihood of light trespass,
nighttime sky glow, and excess energy consumption associated with inefficient lighting. NEMA
lighting manufacturing companies are committed to providing improved lighting solutions that
help achieve these objectives. For instance, members of NEMA’s Lighting Systems Division
have been actively working on the development of the International Dark-Sky Association Model
Lighting Ordinance to promote quality lighting standards for municipalities. NEMA members are
also actively working in collaboration with the Illuminating Engineering Society of North America
(IESNA) Roadway Lighting Committee regarding this general topic. Many NEMA members have
been aggressive in developing and promoting the types of outdoor lighting products and
practices that are endorsed or recommended by many other groups, including sharp cutoff
luminaires and lighting controls. NEMA members also support the adoption of sensible generic
outdoor lighting ordinances and specific requirements that are sometimes tailored to localities
that have particular concerns, such as disruption of sea turtle habitats.
Collaborative activity among interested parties based on sound scientific evidence is the best
way to achieve future outdoor lighting changes that will benefit global climate, ecology,
astronomy, and, potentially, human health.
Several of the subjects pertinent to the issue of light and its effects on the day/night cycle in
humans and animals are scientifically complex and are not yet fully understood even by the
scientific community such that specific technical recommendations, particularly regarding
outdoor light source spectral content, cannot yet be developed much less propounded. Too
many current efforts to establish a technical requirement regarding spectral content are based
on scientific questions that are not yet understood. NEMA Lighting Systems Division members
contend that technical recommendations that have the potential to impact lighting products,
emerging technologies, outdoor lighting design and architectural practices, lighting codes, and
legislation must be based on expert consensus and sound science after full scientific discourse
and peer review. By definition, sound science must include adequate replication of results and
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the validation of theories and hypotheses in the form of supporting measurements and data—
not simply in a laboratory environment, but under real world field conditions. Only in this manner
can sufficiently detailed technical and mathematical relationships be developed that can form
the basis of actionable practices and standards.
Some proposals oversimplify the ecological tradeoffs that are inherent with any proposal to limit
outdoor lighting to a certain correlated color temperature (CCT). Such recommendations do not
recognize the ironies of such a spectrum choice, for instance that “red” light purportedly may
disturb certain bird migrations while “blue” light distracts sea turtles. How is such a trade-off to
be reconciled between species? The topic of lighting color is complex and involves many factors
beyond CCT. Thus, promoting specific CCTs to advance a particular policy about outdoor
lighting may have unintended consequences on overall lighting quality and other concerns of
public policy such as safety and security.
Any proposed program should be based on sound scientific study. If not, it is not a legitimate
proposal.
Outdoor lighting products, technologies, and practices have a long tradition of being strongly
grounded in sound engineering practices driven by the careful measurement and processing of
data. This tradition must continue, especially if future technical recommendations are expected
to credibly drive change in how outdoor lighting is practiced, how emerging technologies such
as solid state lighting are treated, and how future product offerings are configured.
NEMA Lighting Systems Division members fully support many of these outdoor lighting
recommendations currently being advocated by various groups:
-

use of light control options such as motion sensing, time-of-night dimming, and stepped
power switching (including an appropriate use of complete shutoff for some applications)

-

luminaire shielding to curtail excessive uplight, glare, and light trespass

-

limiting illumination to the specific task or targeted area

-

designing for the minimum light levels and connected power load necessary for the task

However, NEMA Lighting Systems Division members cannot accept recommendations that
outdoor lighting systems minimize use of light sources with a CCT above some arbitrary level.
Such an approach is technically incorrect and, ultimately, too simplistic. For example, light
sources with higher CCT tend to have more power in the short wavelength region, which in turn
can improve human reaction time at very low light levels. In certain outdoor applications,
depriving people of higher CCT sources could limit the potential for improved safety and
security. The interrelationship among light levels, spectral power distribution, and application
type is highly complex and cannot be relegated to restrictions within one simple metric.
As stated previously, there are several well-respected organizations attempting to address
these issues. IESNA, the professional society representing lighting engineers, has organized
numerous forums for the presentation and discussion of information and collected data from a
wide range of researchers and laboratories. Yet there is not yet consensus within IESNA on
these matters. This demonstrates the need for additional research and more scientific study.
More studies must be conducted and scientific data must be collected in order for industry to
establish agreed upon corresponding actions. Conjecture and precautionary measures based
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on what is not known are not enough and have the potential to do more harm than good if their
impact cannot be accurately estimated.
Surely a more informed discussion is necessary.
NEMA welcomes the opportunity to work with various lighting organizations to prioritize and
drive projects to further research this area. We are committed to improving light at night based
on factual data and scientific conclusions. This is an extremely important subject to the NEMA
lighting members and urgently deserves attention.
§
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